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DOME – Our Relationship with the Cosmos
The interdisciplinary art project DOME invited the audience to
engage with 'cosmic realities' at the Zeiss Major Planetarium
Berlin from May 18 to July 1, 2018.
Initiated by the artist Frank J. Schäpel and accompanied by an
extensive program of films, concerts, and lectures, the exhibition
presented artistic and scientific positions that deepen,
challenge, and expand our understanding of the cosmos.
Artistic and Scientific Positions
In the context of the DOME project, the cosmos symbolizes that
which is unfathomably far away, while it, at the same time,
constitutes our habitat of which we ourselves are a part. The
works shown in the exhibition addressed themselves to the
ambivalence of visualizing the unfathomable in order to gain a new
understanding of our position in the cosmos. By juxtaposing
artistic and scientific positions, the show put different methods
of perceiving, approaching, and presenting cosmic realities up for
discussion: How to assess the possibilities and limitations of our
immediate and apparatus-enhanced perception? How does our
consciousness deal not only with sensory impressions and
technologically gathered data, but also with the blind spots of
our perception and world views?
The accompanying film program put the spotlight on documentary
and artistic films that show space travelers’ experiences of the
cosmos. The program kicked off with the film “Developing Tank” by
Wilhelm Sasnal and the new 360° video projection “Mirror Matter”
by Emilija Škarnulytė. The two concerts in the Planetarium Hall
were electronic space compositions by Karlheinz Stockhausen and
Iannis Xenakis. An evening lecture titled “At the Frontier of
Knowledge” focused on topics that are not understood, new research
approaches, and abnormal data. These included alternatives to the
big bang theory, the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, and
sightings of unidentified flying objects.
DOME was supported by the Schering Foundation.

01 (cover image) DOME LOGO. Credit © Katharina Shafiei-Nasab
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Participating Artists
Lőrinc Borsos, Agnes Denes, Mark Fridvalszki, Martin Maeller, Timo
Nasseri, Frank J. Schäpel, Michael Snow, August Strindberg, and
Berlin amateur astronomers from 1910 to 1960
Film Productions by:
Brad Abrahams, Max Ernst/Peter Schamoni, Romeo Grünfelder, Dana
Ranga, Al Reinert, Bernhard Sallmann, Wilhelm Sasnal, David
Sington, Emilija Škarnulytė, Michael Snow, Andreij Ujica, and
Andrew S. Yang

02 DOME Show - installation view. fltr: Mark Fridvalszki “Encode
Us!” I-IV (2018) + “Nobody Here” (2018) + 'Cosmorama' (1987) +
Frank J. Schäpel “Celestial Bodies” Photo: Bernd Borchardt
Show
The 1987 built Cosmorama, the historical projector of the Zeiss
Major Planetarium, was a central object of the DOME show. It stood
quite literally for the projection of cosmic realities.
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03 Mark Fridvalszki “Encode Us!” I (out of a serial of 4 prints exhibited together with “Nobody Here” a print of the same size),
digital collage, inkjet print, 2018 © Mark Fridvalszki
For DOME Mark Fridvalszki created a work about the Voyager
probe.
“Nobody Here” shows the iconic 'Pale Blue Dot' - the dramatic
last of Voyager's images from our planet – now reduced to a single
pixel. Fridvalszki took a snapshot of the 1990-image on screen via
iPhone - adding another layer of medial distance.
“Encode us” uses the 116 images of the 'Golden Record'.
The images were stored as 'acoustic records' on the golden plate
(next to other data which communicate information about us and our
planet to extraterrestrial beings). 2017 Ron Berry re-translated
these data sets into images. Fridvalszki arranged the - now
somewhat distorted - images like a pseudo archive.
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04 Frank J. Schäpel “Epimetheus. Moon of Saturn / Scale
1:125.000” oil/asphalt on canvas, 110 x 110 cm, 2011 © F.J.
Schäpel
05 Frank J. Schäpel “Methone.
Moon of Saturn” (out of a
serial “Celestial Bodies” of
16 paintings) oil/canvas, 33 x
31 cm, 2016 © F.J. Schäpel
The paintings depict
celestial bodies lying beyond
the range of the naked human
eye, for which I have been
dependent on photographs taken
by space probes like JAXA's
Hayabusa. Nevertheless the
asteroids and comets shouldn't
be seen as foreign or absent
realities. They are all too
near to us. We share the same space, galaxy and solar system. It's
a question of perspective and scale.
Here my artistic objective is not to produce photo-realistic
copies but to place the physical reality of these celestial bodies
into our cultural consciousness: through the presence of their
painted images.
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06 Berlin Amateur Astronomer “Drawings of Jupiter” installation
view (1920-1960). various small formats, ink + pencil + other
materials. ~ 9 x 12 cm Photo: Bernd Borchardt
These Jupiter drawings were selected from thousands of
observation-based documents made by amateur astronomers in Berlin
and elsewhere between 1920 and 1960.
In these drawings the ever-changing gas formations of Jupiter
are documented. The viewer becomes aware of the importance of
continuous, detailed and accurate observation in astronomy. Even
in wartime the observations were made almost each night, when
Jupiter was visible above the horizon. The decision to continue
the observations even in times of war, with the sky filled not
solely with celestial but also with man made objects shows a
cultural valuation of the cosmic perspective.
After 1960 the documentation of Jupiter's cloud formations has
continued by photographic means. Today there are not many
astronomers observing planets, asteroids, comets and stars
'directly' through the lens systems of telescopes but rather on
the screens of powerful computers.
Sifting through all the drawings I started to feel the amount
of focused energy and the attention that somewhat 'charged' the
planet.
DOME gave the first public display of this set of drawings.
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07 Berlin Amateur Astronomer “Drawing of Jupiter” 1950. ink +
pencil on paper 9 x 12 cm © Archive of the Archenhold Observatory
Berlin
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08 Martin Maeller “Untitled (Armillary Sphere)” 2013, steel,
copper, meteorite, ø 52,5 cm, 2013 © Martin Maeller
Maeller's artistic practice juxtaposes geological, cosmological
and psychic processes and explores how they are interconnected and
related to each other. At the same time, the materials and their
charge of content are the starting point for his objects and
sculptures that are organized in space.
In his armillary sphere, the rings are not centered around
planet earth but around a small piece of a meteorite – rendering
the armillary sphere 'useless' for its normal function and
decentralizing our world. Bringing Giordano Bruno's notion to mind
that “the earth is not more the center than any other celestial
body in the universe”.
The combination of industrial and organic materials creates a
temporal crash between past and future and generates an
experiential space, that will confront us with fundamental
questions: where do we come from, who are we and what is left of
us?
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09 Lőrinc Borsos “I Really Want to” enamel, print, A/2, 2018 ©
Lőrinc Borsos
Artist statement:
“Iconic poster from the wall of the office of fictional
character FBI Special Agent Fox Mulder from The X-Files
sience fiction-supernatural television series. The main
motive of the poster - an Unidentified Flying Object - is
now covered with a rectangle of Blaek.”
For me - as a UFO researcher – things seem to be a bit more
complicated:
When I look at the poster, my first association is not 'X
Files' but 'MoD office'. That might be caused by my rather
scientific (opposed to popular fictional) approach and focus.
Why 'MoD office'? (MoD is the abbreviation for the British
Ministry of Defence.) Because of the infamous Calvin UFO Poster
that hung in it.
It is an enlargement of one of several color photographs of a
UFO, that were taken by two hikers in Calvin near Pitlochry,
Scotland in 1990. They sent them to the Scottish Daily Record, who
then asked the MoD for confirmation on the event. According to
Nick Pope who worked at the MoD from 1985-2006 (he ran MoDs UFO
Project seemingly from 1991-1994) these photographs and their
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negatives were examined closely by experts and found not to be
faked, but genuine - showing an unknown object. He said “This
wasn’t the archetypal distant, blurred UFO photo,” but “the most
spectacular UFO photo ever sent to the Ministry of Defence.” “...
these are the photos that changed the minds of numerous skeptical
civil servants, military personnel and intelligence specialists at
MoD.”
Next to a British Harrier military jet an object, a diamond
shaped object was clearly seen, hovering silently above the ground
for 10 minutes before it shot off at a high rate of speed. It was
approximately 80 feet in diameter (~25 m).
It was a poster-sized print of one of those photos that hung in
the main office for years. At some time the poster was taken off
the wall and neither the poster print nor the original
negatives/photos were ever seen again. This was more than four
years before the X-files series first aired in Britain.
In the official disclosed case files “only one poor quality
photocopy of a line drawing that was done as part of the original
MoD investigation” (Nick Pope) is given among the documents.
Looking at the modified “I want to believe” poster, and with
this additional context, some questions arise: In what kind of
reality is the poster suggesting that we believe? A UFO-filled
one? A reality without any UFOs?
Belief in a human-centered universe – despite increases in our
understanding of the universe and the ever-growing body of UFO
data?
Belief in the earth's atmosphere as a secure shield and border
against the frighteningly vast cosmos? Then the black square could
also stand for the revelation of our cosmic reality, penetrating
the thin atmospheric layer of sunlit gases.
Link: Nick Pope “Interview About the Calvine UFO Incident”
https://youtu.be/vsFIQO0QxUo
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10 Lőrinc Borsos “Etalon” enamel, 20 x 30 x 5 cm, 2016 © Lőrinc
Borsos
In their newest group of works Lörinc Borsos study 'dark
matter' in the form of glossy black enamel paint. “Etalon” belongs
to this group of works. Lörinc Borsos:
“There will be no colours now. Just black. Glossy black. And
peacocks, astronauts, earthquake and whirlwind. Things and
events against the black background of nonentity.”
In the exhibition “Etalon” hung right next to 4 large prints of
Strindberg's 'celestographs'.
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11 August Strindberg “Celestograph” 1894 (enlarged reproduction
of the 9 x 12 cm paper original) © National Library of Sweden,
MS, Strindbergsrummet
August Strindberg was not only an influential Swedish writer,
but also interested and skilled in experimenting in photography,
painting and alchemy.
Since the invention of photography a question remains, if the
vision through camera and optical lenses gives a true or rather a
distorted image of nature? Already in Strindberg's time it became
obvious that cameras could create images that can't possibly be
seen by the naked eye.
Strindberg not only mistrusted the camera, but all lens-based
systems. Therefore he often used lens-less constructions (camera
obscuras) or exposed the photographic film/paper directly. The
celestographs are such directly exposed photographic papers: laid
on the ground or placed in a windowsill they were exposed directly
to the sky and its light sources.
According to Strindberg the avoidance of beam focusing would
lead to results that stand in opposition to the prevailing ray
theories. Therefore the celestographs have to be seen as an
experiment that aims at a direct objective image of the stars. He
sent some of these celestographs to Camille Flammarion at the
Paris Observatory and was understandably quite disappointed when
he received no positive answer to his letter. Once more his bold
theories were rejected by academic science.
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12 Dana Ranga “Story. I Am a Spaceman” (filmstill) color 90 min,
2003 © Dana Ranga
DOME Film
The DOME film program put the spotlight on documentary and
artistic films that show space travelers’ experiences of the
cosmos. Like in Dana Ranga's Space trilogy that were shown for the
first time in their entirety. Dana Ranga produced them between
2003 and 2012.
The intensive interview passages with astronaut Story Musgrave
and cosmonaut Waleri Poljakow prove Rangas deep fascination with
human experience in space.
She finished her trilogy 2012 with “I Am in Space”. A film that
can be seen as a documentary about space and psychology. Made from
official NASA material and private videos of the french ESA
astronaut Jean-François Clervoy, the film inserts quotes from
interviews conducted with more than 50 astronauts that appear as
text in the film.
In “In the Shadow of the Moon” (David Sington) and “For All
Mankind” (Al Reinert) we see the images that were taken by the
astronauts themselves, commentated by themselves.
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DOME Film Links
Dana Ranga “Space Trilogy” 2003-2012: Trailer “Story” 2003
https://youtu.be/nNtZRYvoGWc
Andrew Yang “Interviews with the Milky Way” 2016
https://www.andrewyang.net/interviews-with-the-milky-way
Brad Abrahams “gatesnotes: Neil deGrasse Tyson” 2014
https://vimeo.com/117349429
Elon Musk/ Space X “SpaceX Interplanetary Transport System” 2016
https://youtu.be/0qo78R_yYFA
Mars One “Animated View of Mars One's Human Settlement on Mars”
2016 https://youtu.be/_vP5G5gxY8E
Blue Origin “Mannequin Skywalker’s Ride to Space Onboard Crew
Capsule 2.0” 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZJghIk7_VA
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13 Michael Snow “Camera Construction for 'La Région Centrale'”,
1971, 13 x 18 cm © Michael Snow (loan of the Deutsche Kinemathek
– Museum für Film und Fernsehen, Berlin)
“La Région Centrale” Michael James Aleck Snow is a landmark of
experimental film.
Michael Snow built a special machine construction for this
film, that was put in a deserted Canadian landscape. The 16 mm
camera was mounted on the last segment of the machine arm, and
could rotate on all axes. Snow expected the camera movement to
look similar to a first rigorous film documentation of the moon's
surface. At the same time the film should give the impression of
“the last wild raw nature of this earth” - a film that could be
taken with astronauts into space.
Due to the camera's vertical and horizontal rotations of the
horizon, the viewer of the 3 hour film experience dizziness,
disorientation and non-gravitation like feelings. “La Région
Centrale” successfully established an alien, non-human perspective
on 'our' planet.
Link: Excerpt “La Région Centrale” + interview Michael Snow 1983
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nir7aNK5794&feature=youtu.be&t=12m45s&fbclid=IwAR3VIJGz08mzQn31C
UGMVV2fO-nryvOwUnnhyV8UUyEmzIaUiM0yiVqkGec
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14 “At the Frontier of Knowledge”, podium discussion, fltr: Dr.
Hannes Böhringer, Dr. Joszef Tillmann, Dr. Hans-Arthur Marsiske,
Dr. Hakan Kayal, Illobrand von Ludwiger and Dr. Christophe
Kotanyi 18.06.2018. Photo: F.J. Schäpel
DOME Lectures
The evening lectures titled “At the Frontier of Knowledge”
focused on topics that are not understood, new research
approaches, and abnormal data. These include alternatives to the
big bang theory, the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, and
sightings of unidentified flying objects.
This event was breaking new ground in Germany. Discussing the
most controversial topics in seriousness and without prejudice or
ridicule in a scientific institution. It caused far-reaching,
supra-regional interest.
Noteworthy was especially the panel discussion after the
lectures, where the topics and hypotheses of the lectures were
discussed between the panel and the audience in great openness and
honesty. Focus was especially directed to the difficulties of
innovative, open-ended research, for example, how to overcome the
economists' and politicians' doubts regarding funding research
that can't promise results in advance?
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List of Lectures:
“Possibilities of a Future Interstellar Space Travel” Illobrand
von Ludwiger, Diplom Astrophysicist and UFO-Researcher, Director
of IGAAP
“Presentation of Projects About Space Technologies, Non-Understood
Atmospheric Phenomena and SETI” Dr. Hakan Kayal, Professor for
Space Technology, Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg
“'Oh No, Chip!' – About Inappropriate Data and Thought in
Astronomy” Dr. Christophe Kotanyi, Diplom-Physicist and Astronomer
“About Frontiers and Crossings in the Indefinite” Dr. József
Tillmann, Professor for Philosophy , Moholy-Nagy University of Art
and Design, Budapest
Moderation: Science Journalist Dr. Hannes Marsiske
Additional member of the podium discussion panel: Philosopher Dr.
Hannes Böhringer
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15 Fake NASA Astronaut in front of artwork by Mark Fridvalszki
and Frank J. Schäpel. Scientific intervention by ESA at DOME.
06.06.2018. Photo: F.J. Schäpel
16 Dr. Rüdiger Seine, Head of
Astronaut Training, ESA in an
interview in front of the ISS
model and artwork of Martin
Maeller. Scientific
intervention by ESA at DOME.
06.06.2018. Photo: F.J.
Schäpel

ESA Intervention
Though normally art intervenes in non-art spaces – we had NASA
and ESA intervene in our exhibition instead. Alexander Gerst's ISS
mission “Horizons” gave the occasion to this intervention.
There were interviews, a presentation, a 'fake' astronaut and a
huge Jeff-Koons-like astronaut sculpture right at the entrance of
the show.
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17 Daniel Teige interpreting Iannis Xenakis “La Légende d’Eer” at
DOME. 01.07.2018. Photo: F.J. Schäpel
DOME Concerts
The concerts of spatial electronic music were essential to the
Dome project. Not only was the combination of dome space and music
fitting and interesting, but for many contemporary composers (such
as Stockhausen, Xenakis, Grisey) there is an obvious interest in
cosmology, and this aspect shouldn't be ignored. We gave two
concerts with electronic compositions by Xenakis and Stockhausen,
using the dome structure for various star projections.
Iannis Xenakis (“Polytope de Cluny”, “Hibiki Hana Ma”, “La
Légende d’Eer”) was interpreted by Daniel Teige. Karlheinz
Stockhausen (“Telemusik”, “Aries” [with trumpet], “Cosmic Pulses”)
was directed by Andre Bartetzki. The trumpet was played by William
Forman.
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“I want to bring the stars down and move them around. Don't
you have this kind of dream?”
“With the aid of electronic computers the composer becomes a
sort of pilot: he presses the buttons, introduces
coordinates, and supervises the controls of a cosmic vessel
sailing in the space of sound, across sonic constellations
and galaxies that he could formerly glimpse only as a
distant dream.”
Iannis Xenakis, 1977 + 1992
“If you compare the speeds and the sizes and the rotations
around the Sun and the rotation around themselves and you
try to make sense why four of the moons of Jupiter turn
backwards, they start in the West and rise and then they
descend in the East, whereas all the others do the opposite.
So this is a fantastic school of teaching that you can use
as a composer, to think: how are my rhythms? my speeds? my
tempi?”
Karlheinz Stockhausen, 1999
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DOME LINKS
DOME flyer (German)
http://www.frankschaepel.de/pdf/Dome-Flyer_web.pdf
DOME info brochure (German)
http://www.frankschaepel.de/pdf/DOME_program_heft.pdf
Concert program Stockhausen (German)
http://www.frankschaepel.de/pdf/DOME_Stockhausen_concert_30_05.pdf
Concert program Xenakis (German)
http://www.frankschaepel.de/pdf/DOME_Xenakis_concert_Finissage_01_
07.pdf
Lectures program “At the Frontier of Knowledge” (German)
http://www.frankschaepel.de/pdf/DOME_Vortraege_An_den_Grenzen_des_
Wissens.pdf
F.J. Schäpel (website) http://www.frankschaepel.de/
Schering Stiftung (website)
https://scheringstiftung.de/en/programm/dialog/foerderprojekte/dom
e-unser-verhaeltnis-zum-kosmos/
Zeiss Major Planetarium (website)
https://www.planetarium.berlin/ausstellungen/dome

